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1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
All semigroups considered are of finite order. All undefined notation is 
explained in [4, Chapters 1, 5-91. The results proved here together with 
some corollaries were announced in [5]. 
We assume the reader is familiar with the results of [4, Chapters 1, 5-91. 
See also [2], [3], and [7], The purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
theorem, Theorem A, the so-called Fundamental Lemma of Complexity 
(strong form). 
We recall that 0: S -++Y T means that 0 is an epimorphism (equal onto 
homomorphism) such that 0 restricted to any subgroup of S is one-to-one. 
(1.1) THEOREM A. S --Hi T implies 
(1.2) C(S) < CC, 1) 0 C(T). 
And thus, in particular, #G(S) = #G(T). 
2. REDUCTION TO THE WEAK VERSION 
(2.1) NOTATION. We recall (see [4] or [l]) that for s, 1 E S, we write 
s&‘t iff Ss = Bt and sS = tS. J? is an equivalence relation on S. 
We write 
0: s vwP)‘+ T 
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iff 0 is an epimorphism (equals onto homomorphism) of S onto T such 
that its restriction to each X-equivalence class of S is one-to-one. 
The main theorem of [6] by the author proves the following so-called 
Fundamental Lemma of Complexity (weak version). 
(2.2) THEOREM B. S ++Y(m~ T implies 
(2.3) C(S) < cc, 1) 0 C(T). 
And thus, in particular, #G(S) = #c(T). 
Proof. See [6]. 
We next state the “lifting lemma.” 
(2.4) LEMMA (the “lifting lemma”). Let 8: S ++,, S, be given. Then 
there exists s’ and A: s’ ++ S so that 8A: S’ --++,,(#p) S, , i.e., 
and the diagram commutes. We note this automatically implies A is y(X). 
(2.5) LEMMA. Theorem B, (2.2), and the lifting lemma, (2.4), impIy 
Theorem A, (1.1). 
Proof. By Theorem B 
(2.6) C(s’) < (C, 1) 0 W,). 
But trivially from the lifting lemma 
(2.7) cw 3 C(S) 3 G% 
Now from (2.7) 
(2.8) (C, 1) 0 as’) 3 (C 1) 0 C(S) 3 cc, 1) 0 WI) 
and from (2.6) 
(2.9) cc, 1) 0 C(s’) G cc, 1) 0 Wd 
Thus from (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) we have 
(2.10) C(S) < (C, 1) @ C(S) = (C, 1) @ C(S) = (C, 1) 0 C(S,). 
This proves Lemma (2.5). 
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Thus to prove Theorem A, (1. l), it suffices to prove this “lifting lemma,” 
(2.4). We do this in the next section. 
3. PROOF OF THE “LIFTING LEMMA" 
The idea of this proof comes from [8]. 
We prove (2.4) by induction on the order of S. If 1 S 1 = 1, then take 
S’ = S. Now assume (2.4) is true for all S such that ( S 1 < IE and let 
8: S -++,, S, be given with j S 1 = ~1. 
Now by [4, Lemma 5.3.7 or Lemma 5.4.11, either 
(3.1) S is cyclic or left simple; 
yt.2, there exists proper subsemigroups T and V of S so that V u T = S 
and V is a Ieft ideal. 
Now in case (3.1) the non-regular #-classes of S are singletons and 
non-existent, respectively, so 19 is y(X) iff 8 is y in this case, and so (2.4) 
is trivially valid with S’ = S. 
Now assume (3.2) holds. Let B(T) = Tl and O(V) = V, and let 
8,: T -++ Tl be 0 restricted to T and let 0,: V---f V, be 6 restricted to V. 
Notice neither V, nor Tl need be proper. Now by induction there exists 
ql: T’ -+-f T and vz: Vv’ ++ V so that #1 = O1yl: T’ -t+Y~P) Tl and 
+z = ezv2: v’ +t(tiY”) v, . For every u E V, choose a representative 
5 E C&V). Let S’ be S with an identity added, even if S already has an 
identity. Thus j S’ ) = I S j + 1. 
Define S’ as follows: S’ as a set equals T’ u J (disjoint union) where 
J = V x V” x T’ (as sets). Multiplication in S’ is as follows: 
(1) If t, , t2 E T’, then t, . t2 = t,t, . 
(2) (4 > VI’, t1) * (4 9 %A’, tz) = (VI , d&2’, t2) E J. 
(3) t’ * (v, u’, t) = (pl(t’)v, v’, t) E J where t’ E T’. 
(4) (u, v’, t) * t’ = (u, v’, tyl(t’)) where t’ E T’. 
(5) Whenever I occurs as in (v, 1, I), treat it as the identity. 
It is easily shown that multiplication in s’ is association, e.g. consider 
the case: 
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The other cases are similar. Thus s’ is a semigroup with subsemigroup T 
and ideal J. 
Define A: s’ +-f S by d restricted to T’ equals v1 and 
A(v, v’, t) = vy&‘)t, 
A(v, z, t) = vt, 
A(&~‘, 0 = qJz(v’), 
A@, z, Z) = v. 
A is onto because ql: T’ ++ T is onto and d(v, Z, Z) = u E V. d is a 
homomorphism: 
A[@ 1 , 4’9 t1) . tu, , VP’, t,)l = 4, , ~,‘(Ga 02’5 f2) 
_ 
= vl~2tvl’w2v2’) t2 
= %Y,(V,‘) tlV2v2oJ2') tz 
= 4, , VI', tl) . Atv, , uz’, ~21, 
A[t’ - (v, v’, t)] = A(,,(t’) v, d, t) 
= f&‘) VF2W t 
zzz 4’) 40, v’, t), 
etc. 
Now we must verify that 8A: S ++ S, is y(X). First for t' E T’ we have 
t'&'x in 5” iff x = t,' E T’ and t'st, in T’ as is trivial to verify. Thus, 
since O1vl = #r is y(X) and BA restricted to T’ is B1yl , we have OA 
one-to-one on the &-classes of s’ in T’. 
Now suppose (v, vl’, t) E .Z, (v, vl’, t) XX in s’, and x # (v, vr’, t). Then 
it is easy to conclude, using the multiplication rules of S’, that x = (v, v2’, t), 
v1’Xv2’ in V’, and vl’ # v2’. By the same computation it is easy to verify 
that there exists 
z, z’, w, w’ E Sll, 
$z(v,‘) = vMJ2’) wz, 
&&72’) = 42h’) WY, 
ti2w) = ++44 he27, 
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and 
Mh’) = w’@) $h(s’). 
From this, one concludes that 
and thus 
(3.3) (a) ul’~uz’ in V’, 
(b) VI’ # uz’, 
(c) &(u,‘) X’#z(z)z’) in VI and thus also in S, , 
(4 vL(Q’) $44 ~&,‘) e(t) in sl , 
(e) hh’) f 94&2’> in vl . 
where (e) follows from (a) and (b) and the induction hypothesis that 
8 l’pl = &: V’ -++ V, is y(Z). 
Now the well-known Green relations (see [4, Chapter 71 or [l]) imply 
that, if T is a finite semigroup, then 9 = 9 and, if x, y E T with x # y 
and xXy in T and there exists 01, p E T1 such that ax/3$x in T, then 
ay@Pcxxy and ay/3 # 01x/3. 
Thus from Green and (3.3)(c), (d), and (e) (by taking T = S, , 
x = &(v,‘), y = &(u,l), 01 = B(v), fi = e(t)) we can conclude that 
(3.4) 
But ecu, d, t) = e(~~~(d)t) = em e,,(d) e(t) = e(0) #do? e(t). There- 
fore, (3.4) implies that 
so OA restricted to J is y(X). Hence 8A: s’ +-t S, is y(Z) and the lifting 
theorem is proved, 
Eureka ! 
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